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1 Summary
Breeding is mainly about redirecting evolution towards new equilibria between traits that often
decrease fitness in favor of economically interesting traits, or towards paths that were insufficiently
explored in nature (Weiner, 2019), such as group selection. Group selection, when implemented
artificially, consist in giving breeding advantages to a group of candidates because their performance
as a group (productivity, tolerance to biotic or abiotic stress, or long-term response to selection) is higher
than when selecting candidates by their individual performances (Wade et al, 2010). Increasing group
yields through group selection rather than optimizing individual performance would have benefits on
breeding. To that end, we explored two ways of incorporating group selection in a black poplar breeding
scheme: (i) balancing selection with diversity for minimizing a long-term inbreeding depression; and (ii)
measuring and accounting for how individuals react locally to their kin. We used for the two projects the
dataset from the French breeding program of Populus nigra provided by INRAE Orléans (10,301
individuals, 1,452 different genotypes).
Regarding our first aim, with the use of computer simulations to show that the genetic gain will reach a
higher selection plateau in the long run when reducing the accumulation of inbreeding than when the
latter isn’t controlled for. Breeding schemes focusing on individual breeding values will reach a lower
selection plateau quickly. The best trade-off between genetic gain and inbreeding has been found to be
obtained when mating an individual with high heterozygosity with an individual with high homozygosity.
Regarding our second aim, the benefit for genomic selection of accounting for plasticity to the presence
of kin (local relatedness) was less obvious. According to genomic evaluations using a single step
Genomic BLUP (ssGBLUP) approach, predictive ability was not significantly different when including
local relatedness as a covariate to the ssGBLUP. Despite the fact that the presence of kin does not
influence phenotypes enough to alter predictions, AIC of the models were slightly better (even when reperforming the analyses on a subset of SNP): this would suggest (i) a lack of power for prediction, or (ii)
sensitivity to the presence of kin is either absent or not varying among individuals. This aspect warrants
further studies.

2 Introduction
In breeding schemes, the phenotypes of planted individuals are the result of complex interactions
between genetics, abiotic factors and biotic factors. In crop cultivation and forestry, practices aim to
minimize biotic interactions and interspecific competition/parasitism: pesticides, fungicides, herbicides
or weeding are commonplace. These practices have the secondary effect of drastically increasing
intraspecific interactions, which become then the dominant biotic factor. In other words, due to
agricultural and forestry practices, the main competitors of the selected and planted individuals are no
longer the pests, but the other selected and planted individuals – at least in the vicinity. What are the
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interactions between neighboring individuals, and how can a breeding scheme benefit from this
knowledge?

3 Theoretical background
Two evolutionary forces should be in opposition for intraspecific local biotic interactions: niche
competition that is strongest when neighboring individuals are genetically close, and kin selection that
should attenuate competition between related genotypes. In the specific case of plants, competition
occurs with the nearest plants (Casper et al., 1997; Milbau et al., 2007; File et al., 2011). The intensity
of competition among neighbors may depend on the relatedness among neighbors, hereafter referred
to as local relatedness, either through kin selection, which predicts that relatives may cooperate
(Hamilton, 1964), or, on the opposite, niche partitioning, which predicts that similar individuals may
compete for similar resources (Silvertown, 2004). There are therefore reasons to expect local
relatedness to impact phenotypes in one way or the other (Cahill et al., 2011), so understanding plasticity
to the presence of related neighbors might provide valuable information for the implementation of group
selection in plant breeding. Although kin recognition was reported to be not particularly relevant in crop
species because of their already high relatedness (e.g., Murphy et al., 2017), we might be able
nonetheless to detect plasticity to local relatedness in breeding schemes that have been less intensive,
such as forest tree breeding.
In order to assess the extent to which local relatedness affected breeding in the context of genomic
selection as defined by Meuwissen et al. (2001), we chose to conduct our analyses on the dataset from
the French breeding program of Populus nigra L. (Pégard et al., 2020). Black poplar is a Eurasian
riparian forest tree that contributes, as a parent, along with Populus deltoides Bartr. ex Marsh., to one
of the most widely used hybrid trees in the wood industry (Populus x canadensis). Growth of Black
poplar is particularly susceptible to foliar rust, a fungus that causes a reduction in photosynthesis
efficiency, and might lead to the death of susceptible clones (Legionnet et al., 1999). We therefore
focused our analyses on tree height and rust vulnerability of one-year-old trees. Our main objective was
to assess whether estimating breeding values with a multitrait ssGBLUP was significantly outperformed
when incorporating local relatedness as a covariate (representing the environment). Estimating breeding
values with ssGBLUP is a solid baseline in forest trees as recently shown (e.g., Cappa et al., 2019;
Ratcliffe et al., 2017), especially in its multitrait version which is known to give higher accuracy (Calus
et al., 2011).

4 Case studies
The study was based on previously published data (Pégard et al., 2019, 2020). Seventeen males and
17 females Populus nigra were sampled in France, from natural populations and breeding programs.
The sampled individuals were crossed, and clones of both parents and progeny were planted in four
experimental trials at the same location (Guéméné-Penfao, France, 47°37’59”N, 1°49’59”W), each with
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a random block design. In total, the experiment comprised 10,301 trees (including 7,169 genotyped
trees), 42 full-sib families, 5 half-sib families, 1,452 genotypes (each replicated on average 7.09 times),
and an Unknown Parent Group (UPG) of 105 genotypes (Table S1). Family size ranged from 1 to 119,
with an average of 30.2 genotypes per family. Twenty genotypes and 17 families were shared across
the trials.

5 Results
First project: balancing genetic gain and genetic diversity is an important part of the long-term breeding
strategy, in the sense that the immediate gain might be low, but in the long term the genetic gain might
be more advantageous than when not balancing (Fig. 1).
In these simulations, the genetic gain is penalized by the loss of diversity through mate optimization.

Figure 1: Evolution over time of genetic gain (left panel) and coancestry (right panel), for
different values of the trade-off a (red for a = 0.1 favoring genetic gain till blue for α = 0.9
favoring genetic diversity).

Classic breeding maximizes individual breeding values, but when deviating from such individual-based
selection and accounting for population-wise measures – in other words, implementing a group selection
based on group relatedness, genetic gain can reach a higher selection plateau while preserving genetic
diversity – hence the ability to respond to selection. The ability to respond to selection was even more
pronounced when the procedure favored mating between individuals sharing complementary loci (i.e.,
on with a homozygote stage and the other with a heterozygote stage), thus forming the perfect balance
between gain and diversity.
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Second project: In a first exploratory step, we assessed the advantage for breeding of optimizing for
interactions between planted individuals. As a simplification, we tried to detect the effect of local
relatedness as a proxy of the strength of kin selection/niche competition. For that, we compared the
values of predictive abilities (PA) of different GBLUP models, some based on particular sets of SNPs
that maximize a quantitative genetic feature (log-significance in the GWAS, heritability, MAF, Ancestor
Informativeness Coefficient). These subsets were compared to a random subset of SNPs of equal size.
We used these subsets as a way to understand for what SNPs and what function local relatedness might
be important for.
The different sets of SNPs led to different predictive abilities (PA), depending on the combination of
traits and SNP subsets (Fig. 2). The highest PA was reached when the entire set of SNPs were used
for both tree height and rust vulnerability. When selecting the most significant SNPs, PA reached a
significantly higher level than that of the random subsets, or when selecting the least significant SNPs,
and nearly reached the level of the entire set. For tree height, however, although PA with the most
significant SNPs was significantly higher than that of the random subsets, or when selecting the least
significant SNPs, it was significantly lower than that of the entire set.

Figure 2: Predictive ability on tree height for different subset of SNPs: the highest or the lowest
MAF (± MAF), the highest or the lowest Ancestor Informativeness Coefficient (± AIM), the
highest or the lowest significance (± log10(p): red for tree height, blue for rust vulnerability),
and the highest and the lowest heritability (± h2: same color than for significance). Circles are
classic GBLUP, triangles include the local relatedness.
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Although PA was sensitive to the subset of SNPs, it was not quite so to the incorporation of local
relatedness in the model, since doing so did not significantly modify the PA with the entire set of SNPs,
nor any of the subset. In addition, when estimating breeding values with indirect genetic effect, the model
reached a PA of 68.21% that was significantly lower than the baseline. The lack of sensitivity to local
relatedness in regards to PA can be explained by a lack of power, since, despite the PA not being
significantly different, the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) was always higher when including local
relatedness as a covariate, but not significantly so.

6 General Discussion
If local relatedness is quantitatively associated with a phenotype, it can either be the expression of
relatedness acting directly upon the considered phenotype (niche competition or kin selection), or it can
be a spurious association. For instance, if there is co-selection of related individuals on tree height,
relatedness can reflect past selection and therefore be associated with large values of height, the more
so if heritability is high. Teasing apart these two effects is fraught with difficulties, and requires to change
the way relatedness is computed compared to what is done in genomic selection.
The second project not only confirms this difficulty, but also pushes breeding programs towards a shift
of paradigm: (mass) selecting based on individual breeding values – even when accounting for individual
plasticity to neighbourhood – can be unsustainable (Weiner, 2019). The main reason is that response
to a selection similar to natural selection (i.e., individual based) is low and can lead to evolutionary deadends. When such dead-ends are reached, individuals can no longer respond to abiotic changes, or biotic
factors (e.g., intraspecific competition, or parasitism). This evolutionary aspect is especially important
when selecting for resistant plants, as competition is an arm race – and neglecting it will only provide
improved plants that are resistant for only a few generations. Deviating from individual based selection
(i.e., group selection) is a way that is counterintuitive, difficult to implement and difficult to predict what
population-based measure would bring the higher genetic gain, and yet very powerful. Implementing a
group selection that maintains the ability to respond to selection seems to be the most valuable feature
for a sustainable breeding, rather than accounting for interactions.

7 Conclusions
Implementing group selection would be fraught with difficulties if we try to breed for plants that are
“naturally” inclined to cooperate with their neighbours (2nd project); such plants can hardly be found, as
natural or artificial selection has likely selected competitive individuals. The most beneficial way for
agriculture and forestry breeding to implement group selection would be to take advantage of information
and predictions that are not available to “natural populations”, for instance, limiting genetic gain to reach
a higher long-term genetic gain (1st project).
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8 Dissemination
The results of this deliverable have been presented in the B4EST conferences (2019, 2021, 2022),
EvolTree online conference (2020), and will be presented at the next PopGroup meeting (next session
of 2023).
One paper reporting activities initiated in GENTREE project by the contributors of this deliverable served
as seed to the work funded by B4EST project and helped design of simulation works specifically developed in this deliverable :
Tiret, M., Pégard, M., & Sánchez, L. (2021). How to achieve a higher selection plateau in forest tree
breeding? Fostering heterozygote × homozygote relationships in optimal contribution selection in the
case

study

of

Populus

nigra.

Evolutionary

Applications,

14,

2635–

2646.

https://doi.org/10.1111/eva.13300
One paper will be submitted by the end of 2022:
Tiret, M., Sánchez, L., Lascoux, M. (work in progress). Local relatedness and genomic selection in
Poplus nigra.

9 Partners involved in the work
Martin Lascoux and Mathieu Tiret (UU), Véronique Jorge and Leopoldo Sanchez (INRAE)
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